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The fourth-rank tensorial nonlinear response function which controls the response of a
chromophore in the condensed phase to three arbitrarily polarized external fields is calculated.
Internal (vibrational and rotational) degrees of freedom are incorporated using wave
packets in Liouville space (the doorway/window picture). The rotational contribution of the
chromophore is expressed in terms of a conditional probability for the rotational
diffusion model. We apply this formalism to transient dichroism and birefringence
spectroscopies.

I. INTRODUCTION
The extensive development of ultrafast pulse lasers has
allowed measurements of the nonlinear material response
in real time.‘12 Time-domain experiments have been proved
to be very useful to directly observe the microscopic dynamics of molecular systems. The response function representation of the macroscopic polarization394 provides a convenient means for calculating and interpreting timedependent spectroscopic observations. When the system is
exposed to an external field E(r,t), the position- and timedependent macroscopic polarization can be expanded
.&A6
P(r,t> =P(‘)(r,t)

+Pc2’(r,t)

where, e.g., the third-order

+Pc3’(r,t)

+ ** *,

polarization is given by4(b)

Pc3)(r,t) = Joa dt, s,” dt2 Jam dt3 R(t&,tl)
XE(r,t-t,)E(r,t-t3-t2)E(r,t-t3-t2-tl).
Here R ( t3,t2,tl) is the third-order response function, which
controls all four-wave mixing spectroscopies. Since the
electric fields as well as the polarization are vectors, the
response function is a fourth-rank tensor. When depolarized external fields are used or in measurements which do
not depend explicitly on the polarization of light, the tensor notation is usually supressed. The tensorial susceptibility representation of the polarization has been extensively
used in studies of crystals and general mles regarding the
number of independent components of the tensor as a function of crystal symmetry have been developed and tabulated-316However, a general treatment of the tensorial aspects of four wave mixing spectroscopies in liquids
including the orientation of the transition dipole moment
remains to be developed. In this paper we address this
issue. Formal expressions are derived and specific models
are developed and applied to optical Kerr and pump-probe
spectroscopies.

One of the fundamental problems in condensed phase
dynamics is how a rotational motion of a single molecule is
affected by the solvent. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements have been widely used to study various phenomena
associated with the rotational motion of large molecules
having strong fluorescence emission.‘*7 For small molecules, time-dependent coherent Raman spectroscopy using
polarized light pulses was shown to be an effective tool.*
Recently, optically induced birefringence measurements in
pure liquids have been carried out with a subpicosecond
time resolution.Q”0
In the present paper we first formulate the third-order
polarization using a fourth-rank tensorial nonlinear response function. This function generally consists of eight
distinct Liouville pathways.4(b) The contribution of each
pathway is factorized into two terms: (i) the electronic and
vibrational parts described by the tetradic Green function
in Liouville space; and (ii) the reorientational contribution
to the nonlinear response function incorporated through its
conditional probability Green function. In particular, we
use the Fokker-Planck equation for the rotational diffusive
motion of the transition dipole moment vector.” Optical
heterodyne-detected pump-probe experiments are analyzed using this formulation and numerical calculations of
resonant dichroism and birefringence measurements are
presented.

II. TENSORIAL NONLINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTION
We consider a molecular system interacting with an
external electromagnetic field E(r,t). The total Hamiltonian is given by

Hm,=H+% ,
Hint=-E(r,t)

(2.1)

l V,

where His the molecular Hamiltonian in the absence of the
external field which includes electronic, vibrational, and
rotational degrees of freedom. V is the electric dipole op-
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erator. E( r,t) is the external electric field vector, which for
a general four-wave mixing experiment can be expanded
into three modes,
3

E(r,t) = c

E,(t)exp(zk,r-io,t)

+c.c.,

Pc3) (k,t)

=(--G3
z;
dt2Joa
dtl@ (t&td
3I Jaw
_ df3Joa

(2.2)

a=1

where E,(t), k,, and w, denote the temporal envelope,
wave vector, and frequency of the ath incident field.
The system evolves in time according to the Liouville
equation, I2
dP
at=

-iLp-iLintp.

(2.3)

XE,(t-t3)Eb(t-t3-t2)Ea(t-t3-t2-tl)l

(2.10)

where *(t3,t2,tl) is a fourth-rank tensor and vertical three
dots, i, denotes the conventional contraction. The q component of Pc3) (k,t) in Cartesian coordinates is given by

P~‘(k,,t)=(-i)3~c
dt31 df2[ dtl
, , bow

The action of the Liouville operator on an arbitrary operator A is given by
LA = [HA I 2 LintA = [ Hint4 I *
Here we set h/2n=

(2.4)

1. We also define

VA= [V,A].

(2.5)

The third-order polarization Pc3)(r,t) at position r and
at time t is given by the expectation value of the dipole
operator V
Pt3)(r , t)=((Vjpc3)(t)))

,

(2.6)

where the double-angular-bracket notation denotes a trace
over both the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom
including both the system and the solvent. pc3) (t) is a
vector in Liouville space, and the vertical bar in Eq. (2.6)
denotes an inner product. By calculating pc3) (t) perturbatively, Eq. (2.6) can be written as

In the present paper, we use the conventional summation
notation13 for the repeated Greek letters IX, fi, and y shown
in Eq. (2.11). The Greek letters take the values X, Y, and
2 in the laboratory frame.
The nonlinear response function, @ ( t3,t2,tl ) , contains
all the relevant dynamical information. From Eqs. (2.4)
and (2.7), it is given by
Q(t3,t2,tl)=((VI~(t3)

sV&t2)

@v&t,)
(2.12)

where ,@ denotes the direct product (or tensor product).
Since Y(t3,t2,tl) contains three V operators, each being a
commutator as defined in Eq. .(2.5), the complete nonlinear response function G( t3,t2,tl) has 23= 8 distinct terms
(Liouville space pathways),
Qt3,t2,tl)

(2.7)

(2.11)

-t2)Eay(t-t3-t2-tl).

=

i

m=l

[&(t3,t2,td

-Pm(t3,t2,tl)i.

(2.13)

These will be evaluated in the coming section following the
introduction of specific models for vibrational and rotational motions.

where
G(t) =exp( -iLt),

(2.8)

is the formal solution of Eq. (2.3) with E=O. This Green
function is responsible for the time evolution of the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of the chromophore.
The time-dependent nonlinear polarization, Pc3) (r,t),
at position r can be expanded in terms of its Fourier components, Pc3)( k P t) 9
Pc3)(r,t) = x exp[zk$-i@]P(3’(k,t),
k+%

(2.9)

where ks=kl+ks+k3
and w,=w~+o~+w~.
The third-order polarization vector, Pc3) (k,t), can be
teescribed by using the nonlinear response function,
W&J,),

Ill. MOLECULAR REORIENTATIONAL CONTRIBUTION
TO THE NONLINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTION IN
LIQUIDS
In this section we assume that the coupling between
the vibronic and rotational degrees of freedom is negligible.
The molecular Hamiltonian is then partitioned as follows:
H=Hvib+Hro,

-

(3.1)

Hvib is vibronic Hamiltonian which describes the electronic
and vibrational motions and H,,, is the rotational part of
the Hamiltonian. The transition dipole moment is given by

v=Pfi,

(3.2)

Pc’is the vibronic part, and @ is the unit vector deflning the
orientation of the transition dipole moment of a chromophore in the laboratory frame.
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ej,k[”

l+Jjl-

( ?[I

“Sik

.

Here ( ( * * * ) ) v represents a trace over the vibronic degrees
of freedom. The Liouville space Green’s function, G,,(t) ,
is defined by its action on an arbitrary operator A
G,,(t)A=exp(

k’
Ic>
la>

For a system with two electronic states and their corresponding vibrational manifolds (see Fig. 1) , we have

x (dl

+Pacila)(dI

+,%biC)@I

+Ycdld

(3.3)

+c.c.,

where C.C. denotes the complex conjugate. The transition
dipole V couples vibronic states belonging to different electronic states. Here 1a) and 1c) ( ) b) and 1d) ) could represent any pair of vibronic states in the ground (excited)
electronic state.
Since in our model the vibronic and the rotational motions are completely decoupled, we have
p(--cr,)=pv(--co)pd-co).

(3.4)

Consequently, the contribution of each Liouville space
path to the nonlinear response functions may be factorized
into a product of rotational and vibrational terms,
&(W2Jd

m,n=a,b,c,d,

(3.7)

(3.8)

FIG. 1. Vibronic energy level scheme of a two level chromophore. The
O-O electronic transition frequency is given by oeg jg) and ) e) denote the
ground and excited electronic states, respectively.

~=y,/,Id(bl

exp(iH,t)

where H, is the adiabatic Hamiltonian representing the
system in the mth vibronic state. These R, contributions
have been calculated and analyzed previously4 and their
derivation will not be repeated here. The rotational motion
of the chromzphore will be treated classically. The fourthrank tensor Y represents the rotational contribution to the
-‘response function and is given by

O-z

:,

-iH,t)A

=~(stz,rl)Rn(t3,t2,t1)

n= 1,2,3,4, (3.5)

where

x VOdb,dh&)
tie,, 1/‘,a>>v 9
x

vOd,abGab(

fl)

?b,aa

( f-&z) ) v,

t&&ad

&(t)A=exp(iN&)A

exp( -iN&).

h ) cb,,l,

I P,,)

>v 9

(3.9)

The formal similarity of Eq. (3.8) with the scalar nonlinear response functions defined in Eq. (3.6) is manifest.
The vibronic Green functions are simply replaced by
GR( ti) , the conditional probability function for rotational
motion in the laboratory frame.
Since the reorientation of a molecule in liquids can be
described as a random walk over small angular orientations, we use a Fokker-Planck equation for the conditional
probability density in the rotational phase space (orientation and angular velocity).
Let P( O,YJ I ws,lr,-Jdw dv represent the conditional
phase-space probability density that the molecule has angular velocity w= (01,0Z,w3) in dw and orientation
v= (#,6,x> in dv=sin 0 d$ de dx at time t>O. Here the
molecular fixed coordinate system, M, with respect to the
laboratory coordinate system, L, is specified by the Euler
angles VI (&6,x). The components of the angular velocity, wl, w2, and 03, are defined in M. The initial condition
for P( ~,v,t 1oc,ve) is

(3.6)
P(W,v,t=OIW0,7/0) =s(o--w~)8(v-v&

R3(t3,t2,tl)=((VOIGad(t3)VO,&,,Ga,(t2)
x

The angular bracket ( ( * * - ))R denotes an average over the
equilibrium orientation distribution of the chromophore.
In Eq. (3.8) we should calculate the four-time autocorrelation function of the unit vector of the transition dipole
moment. The four Liouville space pathways differ by the
various actions of j2 from the left and from the right. Had
we treated the rotations quantum mechanically, we would
need four dierent terms, Yj in analogy with Ri. However,
since we treat the rotational motion classically in phase
space, the Y factor is common in all four terms and we can
choose for example to apply /2 always from the left. The
Green function G(t) represents the rotational propagator

(3.10)

It is useful to define the conditional probability density
in angular configuration space, i.e.,
W(v,tl vo) =

with
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where Po(oo) is the initial distribution of angular velocities, which is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
expression
3’2 exp - i$1 1,c0:/ZkpT].
I
(3.12)
In Appendix A, following closely Hubbard’s treatment,i4
we present the conditional probability functions governing
the time evolution of the dipole moment vector in the laboratory coordinate system. Using the conditional probability function defined in Eq. (3.1 l), Eq. (3.8) can be recast
in the form

Po(oo> = (1,121s) “2/(2?rk,T)

~PDpo(vovo)
19

(3.13)

where we defined
fijq2(vj)

j=O,1,2,3,

(3.14)

where vo, vl, v2, and ‘v3 denote the Euler angles defining the
molecular orientation at times 0, ti, t, + t2, and tl + t2 + t3,
respectively.
In Eq. (3.13), W(v& I vo) describes the propagation
of the rotational degrees of freedom from v. to y1 during
the first propagation period t,, and so on. Using the direction cosine matrix, l5 the fi, (a: = 1-4) are completely specified by the Euler angles, va= ($,J,,x,),
p cc=

~fi~,PaY,Pazz>

(3.15)

= (cos & sin e,, sin qb, sin e,, cos e,,.

Denoting the initial field polarization directions in the
laboratory frame as 7, 0, and (r h.
(2.11)], the 7 component of the polarization vector is associated with
%p&3J2Jl)
4
Kp&xt3,t,~1)

= y 7pgy(t3,t2,tl)

where R ( t3,t2,tl)

[Rn(t&,tl)

1

--R:(t,J2,h)

=

x1

(3.16)

Y,,B,(t3,tzttl)R(t3,tz,tl),

was defined earlier and

IA

tv(v,,t,

1 v2> (P2 - &J

~(v,,t,

x

W(VlJl

1 vo) (PO - q~o(vovo).

1VI)

- &Tp>

(3.17)

Here .$ (E=?),(T,/~,Y) are the unit vectors defining the polarization direction of the external fields and fi is related to
the Euler angles v, as given in Eq. (3.15). The conditional
probability satisfies the initial condition, W (vi, t=O I vi- *)
=S(vi-vi-i).
In Eq. (3.17) the scalar product P-L? is
related to the probability that the chromophore having the

Local Oscillator

I

transition dipole moment along fi will be excited by the
interaction with the external field polarized along 2. For
example, if the field is linearly polarized along the 2 axis,
the probability that the chromophore will be excited is
proportional to (fi * SJ2=cos2 8. That is to say, chromophores oriented parallel to the Z axis are excited preferentially. If all initial orientations are equally probable
(i.e., isotropic system) the initial distribution function,
PO(v), is simply l/82.
IV. OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTED PUMP-PROBE
EXPERIMENTS
The pump-grating configuration offers the clearest and
conceptually the simplest means for probing the full tensorial nonlinear response function. We shall therefore consider this configuration. Other configurations which are
less demanding experimentally and are more commonly
used will be discussed later. In this configuration, two
pump pulses propagating at directions ki and k3 create a
transient grating in the medium with a wave vector ki-k3.
The probe pulse with direction k, then undergoes a Bragg
diffraction and the signal is generated in the direction k2
+ ki -k,. We further employ optical heterodyne detection,
where a local oscillator field with direction k2 f k, - k3 and
controlled magnitude, frequency, and phase is injected into
the detector along with the nonlinearly generated signall
Then the external field is given by
E(r,t) =E,(t+r){exp(zkir-iwit)

(PI

fl

FIG. 2. Interaction scheme for a pumpprobe experiment using the grating configuration. Two pulses (k, and ks) propagate simultaneously and
create a transient grating in the material system with a wave vector kt
-4. The probe field (kr) is then diffracted off the grating in the direction
kZ+kl-ks.
The diffracted signal interferes with a local oscillator field
which is applied in the k2+ kt -ks direction.

-k3)
x

Pumpand Probe

or-iwLot-i4)

+exp(zk,r---iwit))

+c.c.,

(4.1)

where Et (t+T), E2( t), and ELO( t) are the temporal envelopes of the pump, probe, and local oscillator pulses, and
wl, w2, and wLo are the center frequencies, respectively. q
is the phase factor of the local oscillator field. Here we
assume that the pulses are propagating along the X axis.
Note that the wave vector of the local oscillator field is the
same as the third-order polarization, which is k2+kl -k3
(see Fig. 2).
The heterodyne-detected and polarization-dependent
signal is given by
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s

a dtEZb(t)
-co

S(~1,~2,7;0~0,~)=--2Im

l Pc3)(kz+k1-ks,t).

(4.2)

The macroscopic nonlinear polarization whose wave vector
is k2+ kt - k3 modulates the arbitrarily controlled local oscillator field. Thus, the signal is directly proportional to the
material field as manifest in Eq. (4.2). The conventional
pump-probe measurement is obtained when the vector
properties of the external fields and material polarization
are suppressed and we set kt = ks.

S(w1,o2,wLo,$)
=2 ReJmadt J:‘dt, J: dt2Jamdtl
-t2

In the following derivations, we assume that the probe
pulse is temporally well separated from the pump pulse.
The system interacts with the pump pulse first and then
with the probe pulse. Thus the process is sequential, and
the coherent transient arising when the delay time is
shorter than or comparable to the pulse durations is negligible. Using the polarization described in Eq. (2.10), the
signal, S( w1,w2,r;wLo,+), can be written as

EEo(t) *‘@t&,t~)

i{Ez(t-t3)ET(t++t3-tZ)El(t+7-t)

-tl)exP(jwzt3fi(wLo-wz)t+iwltl+i~)+Ez(t-t3)E,(t+~-t3-t2)ET(t+7-t,-t2

-h)exp(io2t3+i(wLo--c-02)t-iqtl+ifCI)}.

(4.3)
I

The assumption that the two pulses are well separated provides a convenient picture whereby the process can be described by a sequence of preparation, propagation, and detection periods. In Appendix B, we calculate the signal.
At this point, we shall introduce a key approximation
which is usually justified for typical chromophores in the
condensed phases. This approximation greatly simplifies
the treatment of the rotational motion and will allow us to
consider a more general Hamiltonian than was used in Sec.
III. The time periods tl and t3 are limited by the ultrafast
optical dephasing processes as well as the pulse durations.
Both of these are usually short compared with the time
scale of the reorientational motion. We shall therefore neglect the dipole vector rotation during these time periods,
and set
W(Wl

I %I =6(v

Separately considering propagations of the molecular orientation on the excited and ground states, we shall use
doorway and window picture developed by Yan and
Mukamel17 which offers a physical picture for the evolution in terms of wave packets in Liouville space for the
molecular (vibrational and rotational) motions. The optical heterodyne-detected pump-probe (OHD-PP)
signal
can be written as

=((~~(~~,~Lo,~)IG~~(~)I~~(~~)))Yx~
+((~~(~~,~Lo,~>IG,,(T)I~~(o~)))v

--ycl),

(4.6)

x Em

wherz the doorway and the window wave packets, $3,(ti1)
and F&w~,o~~,$),
corresponding to the preparation and
detection steps, respectively, are given as

and
W( v2,t’ +7-t”

1q) E W( V2,T1VI).

(4.4)

In general, we need consider the rotational motion
when the system is in an electronic population ( pggtp,) or
a coherence ( pge,peg). The former has a well defined classical analog whereas the latter is more complex and requires specifying a more detailed model. In the previous
section we completely decoupled the electronic and the
rotational motions using the Hamiltonian [Eq. (3.1)]. The
rotational motion was then calculated in the ground state.
Once approximations (4.4) are made, we no longer need
the rotational propagation during electronic coherence. We
can then use a more general rotational Hamiltonian

Hrot=lg)~o,kl + I4K&l.

&(wl)

= j.m_ dt” Jo* dtl lCf(t”)El(t’‘-tl)exp(ioltl)
XCexpW&“)p

exp( --iHetl)ppg

Xexp(iH&)exp(

-jH&‘))+H.c.,

13eD(cq)= s_“, dt”c

dtl lFf(t”)El(t’‘-tl)exp(iqtl)

X{exp(iH,t”)exp(
Xexp(iH&)p

(4.7a)

-iH,tl)ppg
exp( -iHJ”)}+H.c,,

(4.7b)

(4.5)
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&(o2,wLo,$)
=j-:adt’
c dt3
@o(t’+t,)&(t’)
X{exp(iH&‘)exp(iH&)~

exp( -iH&)

a
~~bZ,~LO,~)
dt3 ~&,(t’+t3)Wt’>

X{exp(iH,t’)~

exp(iHg3& exp( -iHe&)

Xexp( -iH,t’))+H.c.

(4.7d)

Here H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate. As discussed in
Appendix B, the terms neglected in the rotating wave approximation are given by Eqs. (4.7) by simply replacing Oi
(i= 1, 2, and LO) and $ with -wi and -+, respectively.
The physical significance of Eq. (4.6) can be understood as follows. The preparation step involving the interaction with the, pump pulse is represented by the doorway
wavepackets, F%(wr) and &or>,
describing the creation
of a ground state “hole” and an excited state “particle,”
respectively. The propagations of the hole and particle for
the delay time r take place on the ground and excited states
as described by the corresponding Green functions Ggg(7)
?nd Gee(r), respectively. Finally the window wave packets
P$(@2,~L0,$)and &(W2,WLo,@)act on the propagated
state at the detection stage. The double-angular brackets
denote a trace over a complete basis set, and represent the
overlap of the propagated doorway wavepacket and the
window wave packet in Liouville space, One of the distinctive differences between the doorway and window wave
packets is that only the former contains the equilibrium
density matrix, ps. The formal similarity of the classical
tensorial quantities to the doorway-window picture of the
quantum mechanical evolution of the chromophore is
manifest.
The rotational contributions were included as tensorial
functions in Eq. (4.6),
B.(T) = j- dv j- dvo &&)

W(v,7

-1WJvg)
@ Yo(~oh
(4.8)

C(T) s j- dv s dvo %&E) W(V,T

=Fo

~,P$o(~o)

and

(4.10)

However, it should not be difficult to treat the rotational
propagation separately. From now on, the total scalar part
in Eq. (4.6) is denoted as S(wI,w2,7;wLo,$), which is an
orientation-independent quantity.
We shall now describe two components of the signal.
We assume that the pump pulse is linearly polarized along
the Z axis and that the probe pulse and the local oscillator
are polarized either along X or 2. From Eq. (4.6) the
corresponding signals are given by
9’

(%~2,7;~Lo,$)

=w%3~2,7PLo,7b)

1 Foo(d

lzzzz,

s1

(q,@29vLo,q)

=~(%~2,7-;~Lo,~)

[ FobI

1YYZZ *

(4.11)

Using the direction cosine matrix elements [see Eq.
(3.15)], the tensor elements in Eq. (4.11) are
=

sin 8 d$ de dx

[Ye(T)lzzzz=

s

sin 0, d$, de0

xdxo cos2 ew(v,T~vo)cos2 eo/sd,
[ Yo( T) ] yyzz=

s

sin 8 d4 de dx

(4.12)

sin 0, d$, de,

x dxo sin2 # sin2 8 W( ~,r;lr~)
x cos2 eo/s&
The difference between the parallel and perpendicular signals is obtained using Eqs. (AlO) and (Al 1);
s”

(qP2,wLo,q)

-9

=~~S(W1,W2,7;OLO,ZCI)W~(t).

(%~217PLO,~)

(4.13)

In general, the fluorescence anisotropy experiment
measures the spatially averaged second-order Legendre
polynomial of pE( t) * pA (0)) where pE( t) and PA (0) denote the propagated emission dipole moment and the initial absorption dipole moment, respectively.” This is the
same rotational property measured by Eq. (4.13). However, the fluorescence anisotropy measurement can only be
performed when the chromophore has a strong fluorescence emission, and probes only the rotational dynamics of
the chromophore in the excited electronic state, whereas
pump-probe measurements utilizing polarized fields can
probe the rotational dynamics of chromophores in both the
excited (particle) and ground (hole) electronic states.
Since the window wave packet depends on the phase
factor $, it is possible to manipulate the signal by controlling r,6with respect to the probe field. In the OHD config-

qvovg)
@YLJGO).

Here F&Co) and F&C) are the second-rank tensors as:
sociated with the doorway and window functions and are
defined as
F&O)

F&)EFg(T)=Fg(T).

(4.7c)

Xp exp( -iH&‘)}+H.c.,

=s_m_dt’[

ditional probability function, W( Y,T;v~), and the trace operator implies the double integration over all possible orientational states.
Hereafter we assume that the rotational dynamics are
independent on the electronic states of the chromophore,
i.e.,

F&E)

qiic3Jp.
(4.9)

~&Cc), contains the distribution function for the initial
molecular orientations, Po(~o), while F&p) does not. The
propagation of the dipole operator is described by the con-
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uration of pump-probe spectroscopy, the optically induced
molecular dichroism and birefringence signals are defined
as the in-phase (+=O) and in-quadrature (+!1=rr/2) components of Eq. (4.13),
g&(T) ~~(~~&~7~~LO,~=O)
i?&(T) ~~(OI,W2,7;0Lo,1CI=~/2)

X FOo(T),

(4.14)

x To(T).

When the optical pulses are resonant with the excited
state of a chromophore, both ground and excited state dynamics contribute to the optically induced dichroism and
birefringence signals. Thus both dichroism and birefringence measurements are useful tools for studying electronic dephasing, vibrational dephasing processes in the
ground and excited electronic manifolds and the lifetime of
the excited electronic states. It should be noted that the
rotational contribution enters as a product of a tensor component multiplying the vibronic (scalar) part of the response function. Thus the anisotropic measurement of the
signal can be used to obtain the conditional probability
function of the reorientational motion.
If the local oscillator frequency is equal to that of the
probe field, the phase factor is adjusted to be 0 compared to
that of the probe field, and both the pump and probe pulses
are not polarized, we obtain the scalar part of the ordinary
two-pulse pump-probe absorption signal. To elucidate the
difference between the conventional and the optical
heterodyne-detected birefringence and dichroism measurements, we briefly discuss the experimental techniques. Usually, the transient dichroism and birefiingence induced by
a strong pump field alter the polarization of a weak probe
beam. Thus the change in polarization of the probe beam
can be detected as an increase or decrease in the intensity
transmitted through a crossed polarizer. Therefore, the detected signal is proportional to the square of the signal
amplitude, which is usually small
4,omo(~1,~2td =

m dt P’3’*(k2+k,-k,,t)
s -co
.P’3’(k2+k1-ks,t).

(4.15)

On the other hand, the heterodyne-detected signals scale
linearly with the signal amplitude, which provides a great
sensitivity. We shall compare the time-domain off-resonant
transient birefringence measurement with the time-domain
and frequency domain coherent Raman spectroscopies
elsewhere.”

V. LIOUVILLE SPACE WAVE PACKETS FOR
VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS
We consider two approximations introduced by Yan
and Mukamel. l7
( 1) If the pump and probe pulse durations are short
compared with molecular nuclear dynamics, it is possible
to ignore the molecular dynamics during the time periods
t” and t’ in the doorway and window functions (see Appendix B):

(2) The second simplification is obtained by neglecting
the amplitude variations of the external pulses during the tl
and t3 periods.
Invoking these two approximations results in the snapshot doorway and window wave packets
&J&q)=

s

om& exp(jwd

Xexp(iH&i)

EP exp(--iH&l)ypg

I +H.c.,

&)(q) = omdtl exphtd Cexp(-jH,h)pup,
s
XexpWg&CLl

X

m &
s 0

+H.c.,

exp(jqotd

Xexp( -iH&)p]

[expGH.&

+H.c.,
(5.1)

X

om 4

exp (h&

> [pexp

W&

)p

s

Xexp( -iH&)]

+H.c.,

where
m dtI$o(t)E2(t)exp(iwt).
s -03
The nonrotating wave terms for the doorway and window
wave packets are given similarly [see discussion below Eqs.
(4.7)l.
Equation (5.1) constitutes an ideal experiment in
which the fields can be considered both monochromatic
and infinitely short in time. These conditions are not contradictory since the monochromaticity is with respect to
the linewidth, whereas the short duration is with respect to
nuclear dynamics. For systems with broad linewidths and
relatively slow dynamics, both conditions can be simultaneously satisfied. We shall denote the resulting spectrum as
9%+32,
$0 Lo,$). If only one of the above conditions is
satisfied, it is still possible to express the spectrum in terms
of the snapshot spectrum.
I(0)

=

A. Pulses short compared

with nuclear dynamics

When we invoke only approximation ( 1 ), the signal is
given by the spectral convolution of the snapshot signal
~(w1,02,~;oLo,z,b)
with the spectral profile of the fields
~~~1,~2,VLO,~)

E j-T,

do; j-“,

du;s_s,

dwto I:(wl--w;)12(w2

-W~,~~(OL~-W$,~(W;,~~,~~~~,~),

(5.2)

where
Ii(W) G (2r)-“2

m dtEi(t)exp(-iat)
s --ca’

(i=1,2&0).
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8. Pulses long compared
dephasing time scale

with the electronic

a;&2,~Lo,$,= (d@$‘,Jb@kO~~)
lb)
i exp( i+)

When we invoke only approximation (2)) the signal is
given by the temporal convolution of the snapshot signal
with the total intensity of the fields

=l(wLO-%)

C

iexp( -i$)

i exp( -i$)
-@Lo-@dc-irdc

@LO+@~C-~~~C

@ dt A (rs --co

=

c

c

~(wiwPLo,+)

OLO-Obc+irb

YdaUcb

t>s%,,~,,t;~,o,~>

i exp(i$)
+

(5.3)

I

WLO+tidc+irdc

(5.4d)

’

The electronic polarizabilities given in Eqs. (5.4a)-( 5.4d)
can be recast in the form

with
A(t) E

m d~~&-dE2(t-T)
s -co

I&(r)

C. Vibronic state representation
window wave packets

12.

(5.4e)

of the doorway

and

We expand the doorway and the window wave packets
in a complete basis set of the molecular vibronic eigenstates. We then obtain the electronic polarizability expressed in terms of matrix elements of the doorway and the
window wave packets;

-

+

q+wdc+irdc

(5.4a)

I’

-

o,--o~a+jrd,
1

i
Wl+Oda-irda

1 G,,(T)

1db))

v

(5.5)
=.(5.6)

a~~w=(dlP&),(o~>lb)
= CP(a)ksba
a

= ( W

W ,,,(r>=((caIGgg(r)Ica))v=exp(-jiOc=r-rcar).

iP(c)

o~--wdc-irdc

wdb,db(T)

=exp( -iiw&T-r&,~),

4a<~~>=<cI~~Cw>
la)
iP(a)
iP( a)
=; pdiPad 1w1 --wda+irda kcO1+oda-irda
iP( c)

where A,,( * * * ) and &,( . * * ) denote the absolute magnitude and the phase of the corresponding electronic polarizability.
Using the vibronic state representation, the matrix elements of the diagonal Green functions in Eq. (4.6) are
written by

.

If 1b) = Id), the diagonal Green function Gee(r) represents the population relaxation of the excited state. On the
other hand, if ) b)# ] G?),it corresponds to the propagation
of vibrational coherences.
Combining Eqs. (4.6), (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), the
snapshot signal is written by

--

i
@1-6&-irba

+C
40(~21~L0~~)
ca

Wca(~)4Jwd.

(5.7)
(5.4b)

c&(~z,~Lo,$)

=

(c

I~gm(~2,w~~,@)

=Ibko--d

X

c

I

b

iexp(i$)

@LO

-

I a>

i%#ba

-

-(r)bc+irbc

iexp( -i@>
~LO-~ba-ih

i exp( -i$)
@LO+abc-irbc

+

i exp(i$)
@LO+@ba+irba

1
’

(5.4c)

The vibronic coherences created in the excited and
ground states can be observed as an exponentially decaying
cosinusoidal curve, whose frequencies are @dband wca, respectively. In the case of resonant excitation, the antirotating wave terms in Eqs. (5.4) are negligibly small compared
with the resonant terms. Thus the phase of the vibrational
coherences are zero in the resonant dichroism and birefringence measurements. The vibrational coherence will be observed as quantum beats in the signa1.20-22These wave
packets can also, be described in phase space using the
Wigner re$-eskntation which provides a clear semiclassical
picture. l7
In order to take into account the intramolecular vibrational relaxation, in addition to Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) it will
be necessary to consider the conditional probability,
W&J&(r) [WCC,,(r)], that the SOhlte OCCUpieS
Id)
( 1 C))
at time 7, given that it occupied Jb) ( Ja)) at time 0,
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The matrix elements of the conditional probability
and
are
w&j,&> = ((ddl G,,(Q-) 1bb))
ww,mw
= ( (cc I G=( 7) 1aa) ) .23 Particularly, when a small number
of vibronic population states are probed and exponential
functions are used for the conditional probability, the signal should include exponentially decaying contributions
whose time Constants are rdd,bb( F,,,) .

off-resonant), the window wave packets for dichroism and
birefringence are given by [see Eq. (5.4c)].
(a) for dichroism:

Wbc-lq,c(A)

-

X

@b&rba(A)
;
do-47

VI. OFF-RESONANT BIREFRINGENCE AND
DICHROISM

(b) for birefringence:

In the case of the off-resonant excitation, the existence
of the antirotating wave terms in Eqs. (5.4) affects to the
phase of the vibrational coherences in both the ground and
the excited states. Using Eqs. (5.4)-( 5.7), the off-resonant
snapshot signal can be written by

&bZ,OLO+f)

~(%~2JPLO,1c1)

=

x -4~WMc$C~~~[4b~(~ll)
db

+‘!&COS

+ ~A~WA~CW~W

OdbT

+&lcos uca7

-sW,%M -b#&s~ wd3exp(-LA.

(6.1)

Let us consider the variation of the various polarizabilities
as the field frequencies are tuned off resonance. Denoting
the average detuning of a laser frequency for the electronic
transitions by A ( =o,~--w), we have the doorway functions for large A
a~&d

- l/A,

(6.2a)

a:b(q)

-r/A2

(6.2b)

where r denotes the electronic dephasing constant. Turning now to the window functions we have for the dichroism
a~p(w2,wLo,$=O) -r/A2,

vp=ca,bd.

(6.3a)

For the birefringence we have
a&(02,0Lo,t,h=?r/2)

-l/A.

(6.3b)

Combining these results, we have the following conclusions.
(i) Comparing Eqs. (6.2a) and (6.2b), we see that due
to interference at the doorway wave packets the ground
state contribution is always dominant at large detuning.
We can thus neglect the first term in Eq. ( 6.1) . In practice,
for large detuning the dephasing rate always depends on
the detuning I’( A) and drops very rapidly as A is increased, since the bath does not have Fourier components
at frequencies as high as A. Therefore, the ground state
term wins not only by a factor of A (i.e., A-’ vs Am2) but
by a much stronger factor I’( A)/A.
(ii) Since the birefringence and dichroism signals are
related to real and imaginary parts of the macroscopic polarization, the interference between the two Liouville space
pathways are different for each case. Assuming r&A (i.e.,

=

-21(WLO--W2)

1

pc#ba

z

b

The two terms in square brackets in these expres&se
from
the
Liouville
sions
two
space
pathways
and
(Ig)(gl+ le)kl--) lg)(gl
Ig)(gl -t Is>(el-, (g)(gl).
As can be seen, for offresonant dichroism the window wave packet given in the
square bracket is small because of the interference between
the two Liouville space pathways. On the other hand, there
is no interference at the window wave packet for offresonant birefringence-note the additive contribution of
the two Liouville space pathways. Because of this interference at the window wave packet, the off-resonant birefringence term always wins over the off-resonant dichroism
again by a factor of J?(A)/A.
(iii) The phase of the vibrational coherences are determined by the combination of the phase factors $‘s.
VII. DISCUSSION
A description of four-wave mixing spectroscopy via a
fourth-rank tensorial nonlinear response function which
includes the reorientational contributions to the nonlinear
polarization has been developed. Ignoring the coupling between the rotational and vibrational motions makes it possible to factorize the response function into rotational and
vibrational contributions. By using the conditional probability function describing the time evolution of the vectorial transition dipole moment in condensed media, the tensorial property of the nonlinear response function is
calculated as a four-time correlation function over the
equilibrium orientation distribution in the laboratory
frame. Thus it is possible to describe four-wave mixing
spectroscopies utilizing arbitrarily polarized fields, e.g.,
CARS, RIKES, transient birefringence and dichroism, fluorescence anisotropy measurements, and so on.
We applied the formal expressions to pump-probe experiments employing the optical heterodyne detection
technique and polarized light pulses. Assuming that the
reorientational motions of the dipole vector during the
pulse duration times are negligible, we obtain doorway and
window wave packets that are second-rank tensors consisting of both vibrational and rotational contributions.
We present model calculations for the resonant dichroism and birefringence signals using Eqs. (4.13), (4.14),
and (5.7). The model system consists of two electronic
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TABLE I. Parameters used for the calculation shown in Fig. 3.
Temperature
Dimensionless displacement
Vib. frcq. (excited state)
Vib. freq. (ground state)
Optical dephasing constant Cl-‘,)
Vib. dephasing constant (excited state)
Vib. dephasing constant (ground state)
Lifetime of excited state
Rotational damping constant (5)
Rotational diffusion constant (I&)

300K
1.5
200 cm-’
300 cm-’
200 cm-’
15 cm-’
10 cm-’
6.7 ps
0.2 ps-’
10 ps-’

states whose potential surfaces are harmonic. For the sake
of clarity, we consider two vibrational levels for each electronic state. The finite duration of the pump pulse results
in a finite spectral bandwidth and thus creates a wave
packet with only a few vibrational states. In Table I, we
summarize parameters used for the following numerical
calculations.
The dichroism and birefringence signals are shown in
Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) for optical frequencies ranging from
OJ,~- 1000 to ties+ 1000 cm-‘. The vibrational coherence
contributions (quantum beats) are manifest. Assuming
that the solute is a spherical molecule, we use Eq. (A16)
for the matrix determining the rotational motion of the
rotational states. This is the case when DR/[ is very small,

Dichroism

(4
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that is to say, the rotational motion is heavily damped.
Here DR and c denote the rotational diffusion coefficient
and the rotational damping constant, respectively. Then
the time-dependent correlation function w&(t) is
w&,(t) =exp{-6DR[t+c-’

exp( -ct)

The decay of the quantum beats is thus governed by both
vibrational dephasing and reorientational processes. The
dichroism signal consists of the particle contribution, that
represents stimulated emission of population and vibrational coherences in the excited state and the hole contribution which shows the nonlinear absorption due to vibrational coherences induced in the ground state, respectively.
The birefringence signal is related to the real part of the
susceptibility as can be seen in the numerical calculation.
Note that for very short time measurements it may not be
adequate to ignore the inertial part of the reorientation
function and approximate it as an exponential decaying
function.
Rotational motion influences the decay of both the
birefiingent and dichroic signals; the specific influence of
w&,(t) depends on the polarization configuration of the
pump and probe pulses, and is described by the autocorrelation function of the transition dipole unit vector. Measuring the anisotropic component alone does not suffice to
separate the reorientational and dephasing contributions to
the signal. However, by also measuring the magic angle
component of the signal, we can unambiguously extract
both the rotational correlation function and the vibrational
dephasing constants.
In general for a two-electronic state system where the
excited state lifetime is long compared to any of the other
relaxation times,
s( t> =S&ronic Ct) X cetCt) +s$ibr&c(t)

Birefringence

(b)

FIG. 3. Calculated resonant dichroism and birefringence signals. The
parameters are given in Table I.

-g-l]}.

X eet(t),

where S vibronic(t) and Yr&)
represent the vibronic and
the rotational contributions, respectively. If the excited
state population relaxes to the ground state or transfers to
a third state in addition to returning to the ground state,
more complex expressions related to those derived earlier
by Cross et a1.24are required. The vibronic part in general
contains both damped oscillatory and exponential terms.
The oscillatory terms depend on both the nature of the
signal (absorption or emission) and the details of the potential surfaces of the two states involved. For example, if
the probe wavelength corresponds to observation of the
wave packet near the center of the potential rather than at
the turning points the apparent frequency will be roughly
twice of the inverse of the vibrational period, further complicating the assignment of specific signals to particular
electronic states.25
In a future paper,” we will present a theoretical analysis of nonresonant birefringence measurements which
probe the ultrafast response of the molecular liquids as well
as rotational dynamics of a small molecule in the ground
state. We also discuss the relationships among the timeresolved coherent Raman, spontaneous Raman, and offresonant birefringence experiments.
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where we used Po(vo) = l/84 and Eq. (3.12) for the initial distribution of the angular velocities, and
(Af3)
da
dao .&&‘&‘@ObO)*
s
s
To obtain Eq. (A7) we used the following relationsI
W&(t) 3

APPENDIX A
Here we follow closely Hubbard’s treatment.14 The
Fokker-Planck equation for rotational motion is written
by
dP
t=

-

,iIl

iqJY-&

where i, j, and k are a cyclic permutation of 1,2, and 3 and
Ijfi( t) is a thermal random fluctuating torque assumed as
a Markovian process.
The normalized rotation matrices are defined as15
2J+ 1 “2
f&,(v)=(-g-p1 ~jyw,

(A31

where the rotation matrices are
=(JMIexp(

-i4Jz)exp(

Xexp( -ixJz)
J=O,l,...;

=SJJ~S~M~NN~

(A9)

.

For later use we define the time correlation function of the
orientation-dependent variables A and B

[ (~~j-~~oiwk)pl

- bTC$2P2
-._ (Al)
‘9a.i
’
-~
..where c? /2, and Ii are the rotational damping coefficient,
(lj-J,&)/J? and principal moment of inertia along the fib
principal axis of the body. The components Jj of the quantum mechanical angular-momentum operator are the components in M. Here we used the Euler equations and rotational Langevin equations to obtain Eq. (Al)

d&(v)

~~(v)=l/JslfsdVn~N(V)~~,N,(V)

--iOJy)

(A(t)B(O))=

j-dvj-

dvo A (~1 JUv,t;vo) B(voU’o(voVO).
(AlO)

Some useful relations of Wigner rotation matrices are
of&&)

> =Q

(~~O(v>~~(vO))=~,,(~~(v)~~(v,))
(All)
x Mim2 &oo(~>~(~o)
=P2(P

-PO>,

where P2(x) is the second Legendre polynomial, PZ(x)
=(3x2-1)/2.
Using a perturbative approach, Hubbard obtained analytic expressions for w&(t) in Eq. (A7) when a spherical
body for which I, =12=13 = I is subjected to three situations, no interaction (zero damping constant), weak interaction (small t), and strong interaction (large c) with the
surrounding bath.
We summarize the results for &y(t)
instead of deriving them. For a free spherical body,

1JK),
(A4)

- J<M,K< J.

Using the normalized rotation matrices, CI&( v), the conditional probability function, P(ti,v,t ( oO,vO), can be expanded as

g KM~~~~f~Nco,r;o,,
P(O,V,f
1wg,vg)
= J=.
t,

L&r(t)

‘SKN

-$,

LiilJ(l-eL’a

Xexp[ -eL2t2/2],

6412)

where ES kBT/I. For a spherical body with weak interactions with its surroundings,
&,7(t)

‘SKN

&

[Il+2&mo
J

We define

Xexp{-2dm>-i-2

F(o,tlw’
Es
))I dv I

dvo P(m,v,t I q,,v,,)/W
Xexp( -eL2t2/2)
(A6)

=f&b,t;oci),

2

L= -J

(l-eL2t2)

1
.

(-413)

For a spherical body with strong interactions with its surroundings,

W(v,t
(v(J)
= I dmI daoP(wv,tl
wo,vov’o(wo)
io(t)=~exp[-J(J+1){Ah~(ft)+A2h2(~t)+A3h3(~tt)3
+OW4>l,
J=” K&N=

-J
(A71

where A= D&,
ficient, and

(A141

D, denotes the rotational diffusion coef-
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Al(x) =x+emX-

1,

,

hz(x)=0.25[2x-5+4(x+l)e-x+e-2x],

Furthermore, if AJ(J+ 1) 41, we obtain the Debye smallangle rotational diffusion model

(A15)
h3(x) z (l/36)

[21x-76+

( 18x2+72x+36)emX

E(t) =lexp[

+ 36ee2”+4em3”].
Here iij(t) is the square matrix of dimeniion 2J+ 1 whose
KiVth element is w&(t) for a given J. I denotes the unit
matrix of dimension W+ 1. If A Q 1, Eq. (A14) reduces to
G(t) =lexp[

b416)

-r’31.

- D&J+

l){t+<-’

exp( -@)

-DRJ(J+

l)t].

(Al7)

APPENDIX B
The optical heterodyne detected pump-probe absorption signal is in general given by

I

XET(t+7--t3-f2)El(t+7-t3-t2-tl)exp(iW2t3+i(W

L0-“2)t+i@lfl+i+)

+EZ-,(t)E,(f--t3)

031)

XEl(t+T-t3-t2)~(t+7-t3-t2-tl)eXP(iWZt3+i(OLo-W2)t-iOltl+i~)).
TO obtain Eq. (B 1)
pulse. The tensorial

we assumed the rotating wave approximation and that the probe pulse is well separated from the pump
signal with antirotating wave terms will be discussed later in this Appendix.
By changing the integration variables as t’ 3 t- t3 and t” = t’ + r- t2, Eq. (B 1) is rewritten as

~~~~w;w~~,7))

=2 Re ~~~dtf~~~dt~~~~df”sdc

dt,(WIG(t,)

evG(t’+vt”)

svG(t,)

svjp,))

XCEZ-,(t’+t3)E2(t’)ET(t”)El(t”-tl)eXP[i(WLO-W2)t’+iuLOt3+iOltl+i~]
+~0(t’+t~)E2(t’)E~(t”)~(t”-tl)exp[i(~~o-~2)t’+i~LOt3-i~ltl+i~]).

(I321

If the delay time r is larger than the pulse duration times, the upper limit of integration of t” can be replaced by co instead
of r+t’. Using the relations,
G,,(t’+T-t”)=G,,(t’)G,,(r)G,,(

-t”)

m=g,e

033)

the signal, Eq. (B2), reduces to

(B4)

where

@,(wl>>>=

dt3 Efo(t’+t3)
XE2(t’)exp[i(wLo--w2)t’+hLOt3

j--= dt” Joa dtl ~(t”)E,(t’‘-tt,)
-03
XewGWd

I G&J---9

vG&,>

vlp,))

+H.c.,

+ H.c.,

k%‘,>>>=

j-B dt” c
-CO

+$I ((VI G&3) ~G&‘) )

dt, ~(t”)E,(t”+)

dt3 @o(t’+t,)

XexpWWl)IG,,(--“)~G~s(tl)~Ip,))

XE2(t’)exp[i(wLo-02)t’+icoLOt3

+H.c.,

+i$, ((VI G&3)

rG,(t’)

I +H.c.

.

035)
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The doorway operators, &(wt)
and &tit),
define the
creation of the hole in the ground state and the particle in
the excited state by the interactions with the pump pulse.
The time evolutions in the ground and excited states during the time delay r are described by GE(r) and G,,(r),
respectively. Finally the detection pro_cessesare represented by the window operators, F$(~~,~~~,$)and
13’W(w2,wLo,$>.Equations (B4) and (B5) are based on the
rotating wave approximation. For the off-resonant birefringence and dichroism signals, we need to consider antirotating wave terms, which are simply obtained by replacing
all the frequencies wi (i= 1, 2, and LO) and II, in Eq. (B5)
with -oi and -I,& respectively.
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